Interlocutor R.N. Ravi Call On Governor

Interlocutor for Naga peace agreement R.N.Ravi today call on Nagaland Governor
P.B Acharya at the Raj Bhavan . Governor congratulated him for solving the
intricate issue and the NSCN (IM) has agreed the frame work of peace agreement.
The Governor expressed his satisfaction that Government of Nagaland (GoN) has
requested Government of India (GoI) that talks should be held with other groups
also, with whom the govt. of India has entered with ceasefire agreement. It is
logical and necessary also to in-cooperate their views in the frame work of the
peace agreement. The Governor said that he has also spoken to the Home Minister
Rajnath Singh even before the peace agreement with the NSCN (IM). That the
talks should inclusive involving all groups. He also expressed his satisfaction that
both home minister and the interlocutor R.N. Ravi has been meeting all the groups
including civil societies, NGO’s. Naga HOHO’s, Mother Association and all others
including the individuals whose agendas is peaceful Nagaland and prosperous
Nagaland.
The Governor said that as a governor and his government with all the sixty (60)
Members will work hard with trust in each other to bring honourable
implementation of all the clauses agreement. That there won’t be trust deficit.
He said that, the time has come that all the people in general , including the
students, youths and the mothers in particulars should be ready to ushers into a
peaceful and developed Nagaland within few years Nagaland would be
economically strong and rich and peaceful to march with shoulder to shoulder with
other states of India to make motherland a great country in the world. He added
that we have the potential and a strong government in the center which has the will
to take our country inclusive all the state equitably to the new heights.
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